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As a person with so few living relatives, Louisiana cocktail waitress Sookie Stackhouse really hated

to lose one. But she never guessed that it would be her cousin Hadleyâ€”a consort of the Vampire

Queen of New Orleans. After all, technically speaking, Hadley was already dead. And now, as

unexpected heir to Hadleyâ€™s estate, Sookie discovers the inheritance definitely comes with a

risk.Someone doesnâ€™t want Sookie looking too deeply into Hadleyâ€™s pastâ€”or for that matter,

Hadleyâ€™s possessions. And theyâ€™re prepared to do anything in their power to stop her. But

who? The range of suspects runs from the Rogue Weres who reject Sookie as a friend of the Pack

to the Vampire Queen herself, who could be working through a particularly vulnerable

subjectâ€”Sookieâ€™s first love, Bill.Whoever it is, theyâ€™re definitely dangerousâ€”and

Sookieâ€™s life is definitely on the lineâ€¦With HBO's launching of an all-new show, True Blood,

based on the Southern Vampire novels, the demand for Charlaine Harris and Sookie Stackhouse is

bigger than ever.Watch a QuickTime trailer for the HBO original series True Blood.
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This was such a bizarre entry in what has become one of my favorite mystery series. First of all,



starting this book will be totally confusing for anyone who hasn't read "One Word Answer," a short

Sookie Stackhouse story that Harris wrote for an anthology. How do I know? Because I hadn't read

it by the time I began "Definitely Dead," and I was definitely confused. Sookie's cousin was

murdered in New Orleans, and the Vampire Queen of Louisiana sent an emissary to visit Sookie in

Bon Temps? When? Not in any of the previous books I'd read. I knew I couldn't be crazy, so I did

some online research, found the short story, and was able to download it for free. Then the

beginning of the book made sense to me. But how unfair is that to readers who either don't know

about the story or have access to the internet? At least publish the short story in the paperback

edition of "Definitely Dead" so that readers aren't completely lost. Or include a note at the beginning

of the book that directs readers to the anthology. Something, anything.Second of all, the story

involving Sookie's dead vampire cousin, the core of the book, doesn't really get rolling again until

around page 130. Before then, the book is strictly filler, with unimportant subplots, one involving

Jason and his werepanther girlfriend, the other about a missing child, who Sookie helps find. Those

aren't spoilers, folks, because these side stories have NOTHING to do with the book's actual plot.

So why are they even there? Who knows? Maybe Harris is setting things up for future entries, but

that doesn't make for an involving reading experience this time around.Thirdly, I wish Sookie would

settle on a boyfriend. Bill, Eric, Sam, Quinn...

I look forward to reading the Southern Vampire Mysteries every year (well, every year since I

discovered them). The first four books were the best of the series. (Dead as a Doornail was great

too though.) I had looked forward to reading Definitely Dead and read more on sexy weretiger

Quinn. Even though I had a hard time conjuring a gorgeous baldheaded, olive-skinned man, I do

like Quinn a bit, though I need to know more about him. However, I wasn't thrilled with this

installment and its "twists." But more on that stuff later. Hadley, Sookie Stackhouse's cousin, had

been a vampire. She was murdered and is now definitely dead (as opposed to being vampire-dead).

Hadley's apartment and her possessions now belong to Sookie, and she has been summoned by

the Vampire Queen of Louisiana to claim them. Sookie is disturbed with the fact that her cousin had

been a vampire. She had taken part in the execution of her cousin's murderer (this took place in the

short story "One Word Answer" in the Bite anthology) and she isn't thrilled with the prospect of

seeing the apartment and visiting the vampire queen. But someone is doing just about anything,

including committing murder, to keep Sookie from claiming her inheritance. Did Hadley have some

skeletons in her closet? Who is stopping Sookie from going to New Orleans and why? On top of

everything else, the Pelts are again questioning Sookie about their daughter Debbie's



disappearance, Eric is insisting upon taking her to a vampire council meeting and some Weres may

want her dead. All poor Sookie wants to do is enjoy a few dates with the gorgeous Quinn. There are

several twists throughout the novel.I have to say that the first one-hundred or so pages are quite

boring.
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